Toša Jovanović Theater
Zrenjanin’s Puppet theater was established in 1956. By integration of Drama and Puppet Theater in
1975 was formed the National Theater „Toša Jovanović“ with two scenes Drama and Puppet. Every
year, Puppet Scene performs around 200 shows, of which 100 performances on tour. Ensemble puppet
scene during 1990’s and begining of 2000 made significant achievements, becoming the most prominent
puppet troupe in Serbia.
For his artistic achievements Puppet Scene has won a great number of awards at local and international
festivals. The most important awards include five awards at the festival „Golden Dolphin“ in Bulgaria,
among 25 theaters from 12 countries, followed by critics award for best performance at the world’s
first festival of children’s theater in Greece, recognition of UNESCO, participation by invitation at
international festivals BITEF and PIF, as well as awards at the most important Yugoslav festivals. Puppet
scene is their most important performances carried out in Austria, the Netherlands, Hungary, Romania,
Bulgaria and Greece, representing the best possible way their achievements in puppetry, opening a new
space artistic inventions in the field of puppetry. With each hosting puppet team has brought numerous
awards and recognitions.

The White Wale Song
Writer: Herman Melvile/Luka Kurjacki/
Attila Antal
Dramaturg: Attila Antal
Puppet and set designer: Réka Ferenczi
Composer of music: Attila Antal
Actors: Stefan Juanin, Danilo Mihnjevic,

Aleksandar Dragar, Tatjana Barac, Miroslav
Macos, Olgica Trbojevic Kostic, Natasa Milisic,
Andrija Posa, Hajnalka Kovac, Snezana Popov,
Senka Petrovic
Director: Attila Antal

Everyone has heard of Moby Dick, the white whale, the emperor of the ocean, but no one has ever seen it.
It’s a myth. It’s the biggest whale in the oceans, the eldest and the most threatening. It has destroyed more
boats than any other whale and it seems indestructible.
In „The White Whale Song“ we will get to know Moby Dick itself and maybe find out why it is the greatest
monster of all the sees... Maybe, if we get to know our biggest fears we can be freed out of it... and all of that
with the help of puppets.
This performance is a combination of live acting and puppets created by Réka Ferenczi. Telling children
that any obssesion can be fatal and that we need to preserve and admire nature all around us, that there is
beauty in every form of life, our perfomance carries beautiful message. Part of storry that happens under
the sea is very poetic and visaly hipnotic.
Music by Attila Antal is very exciting and
helps in making right atmosphere.
Recommended from 7 years of age!
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